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home j k rowling - j k rowling s wizarding world is a trademark of j k rowling and warner bros entertainment inc www
jkrowling com uses cookies to find out more visit our privacy, j k rowling wikipedia - rowling was born to peter james
rowling a rolls royce aircraft engineer and anne rowling n e volant a science technician on 31 july 1965 in yate
gloucestershire england 10 miles 16 km northeast of bristol, j k rowling biography biography - j k rowlings books j k
rowling s new book in july 2017 j k rowling announced on her website that she would publish two new books for an
exhibition at the british library that celebrates the 20th anniversary of the publication of her first novel harry potter and the
philosopher s stone, j k rowling imdb - j k rowling writer harry potter and the deathly hallows part 2 joanne rowling was born
in yate near bristol a few miles south of a town called dursley harry potter s muggle family her father peter rowling was an
engineer for rolls royce in bristol at this time, j k rowling jk rowling twitter - the latest tweets from j k rowling jk rowling
writer scotland, j k rowling on twitter love hate - tweet with a location you can add location information to your tweets such
as your city or precise location from the web and via third party applications, j k rowling home facebook - j k rowling
receives companion of honour j k rowling on 12th december j k rowling was made a member of the order of the companions
of honour for her services to literature and philanthropy she accepted the esteemed award from the duke of cambridge
during an investiture at buckingham palace, j k rowling author of harry potter and the sorcerer s stone - see also robert
galbraithalthough she writes under the pen name j k rowling pronounced like rolling her name when her first harry potter
book was pu, books by j k rowling author of harry potter and the - j k rowling has 195 books on goodreads with
26449165 ratings j k rowling s most popular book is harry potter and the sorcerer s stone harry potter 1
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